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Before outlining what these developments could mean moving forward, understand that we must not allow
them to distract us or others from our core message: Planned changes to military medicine, including
downsizing treatment facilities and removing thousands of medical billets, should be stopped until a more
thorough, less flawed, analysis of what these moves will do for patient care can be conducted. Incorporating
Sections 715 and 716 of the House versions of the FY 2021 National Defense Authorization Act into the final
NDAA is a necessary step in this process.
DHA and the Services On the surface, the service leaders’ request would halt the restructuring of MTFs and
any actions relative to Section 716 of the House NDAA. However, there is no indication Secretary Esper
will budge from his current plan – follow the law, realign all MTFs under the DHA, and capitalize on any
efficiencies by turning those funds over to support war-fighting operations and lethality. As such, we must
continue to make clear our position of getting Sections 715 and 716 in the final version of the NDAA. It
remains imperative to ensure DoD maintains a capability to meet its legal obligation to all beneficiaries.
Tweets, Reports, and Cuts Notwithstanding the president’s tweet, plans to significantly reduce health care
funding and send more beneficiaries out into community networks already are underway and disregard
MOAA’s concerns of ensuring access to quality care – concerns validated by the GAO in their report
submitted in May.
Per the report, DoD’s assessment of the availability of civilian primary care providers was incomplete and a
product of inaccurate information. MOAA members have already told us they have experienced a lack of access
to care in the civilian networks in some areas. We must secure legislation to increase DoD reporting
requirements and congressional oversight of the processes that govern this service-earned health care benefit.
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Look for the October newsletter to be published in our new website http://hidden-valley.californiamoaa.com/
Also please check out https://www.californiamoaa.com/ website.
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